To behave adaptively, we need to adjust our expectations to persistent 112 environmental changes while sustaining the pursuit of our action goals despite 113 temporary distractions. Environmental changes that do not match our expectations, 114
i.e., prediction errors, are known to cause phasic dopamine signalling in the midbrain. Rothwell (2012) showed that during action reprogramming requiring a switch from an 156 expected to an unexpected response, PD patients show increased reaction times to 157 unexpected events in contexts of predictable compared to unpredictable 158
environments. 159
In the present study, we tested the idea that a dopamine deficit impairs 160 response selection by impeding probabilistic inference over either flexible or stable 161 states. To this end, we examined learning from different levels of probabilities of 162 flexibility-demanding versus stability-demanding prediction errors in healthy controls 163 and patients with akinetic-rigid PD on and off dopaminergic therapy during a digit 164 prediction task. We used fMRI to assess whether activity in key dopaminergic regions 165 varies as a function of learning from prediction errors, with altered signalling in PD 166 patients. During the task, participants were required to indicate the occurrence of digit 167 rule switches, as behaviourally relevant violations leading to an update of the 168 predictive rule (revealing flexibility), and to ignore short interruptions, referred to as 169 drifts hereafter, as behaviourally irrelevant prediction errors provoking a shielding of 170 the predictive rule (revealing stability). Importantly, both the absolute frequency of 171 switch and drift occurrences (prediction errors : predicted digits) as well as the 172 relative proportion of switch and drift occurrences (switches : drifts) changed over 173 time. Varying probability and predictability of these events were quantified as decay-174 dependent information-theoretic quantities, i.e., surprise and entropy, respectively 175 (Harrison, Bestmann, Rosa, Penny, & Green, 2011; see Methods for further details). 176
Our hypotheses were focused on the effects of decay-dependent surprise, with the 177 latter modelled as a regressor for analysing both behavioural performance as well as 178 BOLD time series to assess learning from prediction errors on a trial-by-trial basis. 179
Decay-dependent entropy was additionally modelled as a regressor of nuisance. 180
At first, behavioural data enabled us to test whether probabilistic inference to 181 derive responses to different types of prediction errors differs between the groups. 182
We expected that PD patients off medication would have problems to learn from 183 prediction errors, i.e., to adopt flexible and stable states depending on the switch and 184 drift probability, respectively (Friston et al., 2012) (Hypothesis 1, H1). On the neural 185 level, we were particularly interested in the contribution of brain regions, which are 186 known to be rich in dopamine, i.e., the substantia nigra and the caudate nucleus. 187
More specifically, we hypothesised that substantia nigra activity would be positively 188 modulated by both switch and drift surprise in controls but not in PD patients off 189 medication, reflecting phasic dopamine release independent of the events' identity 190 During the task, a digit sequence was visually presented at the centre of a 241 computer screen, in either ascending (1 -2 -3 -4) or descending (4 -3 -2 -1) 242 order ( Figure 1 ). To enable participants to predict forthcoming input, the sequence 243 was repeated constantly, and digits succeeded one another for 1 s, separated by an 244 inter-stimulus interval of 100 ms. Directional changes from ascending to descending 245 digit sequences or vice versa (switches, hereafter) occurred at pseudorandom ordinal 246 positions within the initial sequence. Subjects were asked to signal these events via 247
button press (switch detection). Besides, single digits were omitted occasionally at 248 variable positions without a temporal gap (drifts, hereafter), and participants were 249 instructed to ignore these omissions (drift rejection). Switches and drifts never 250 appeared at the same time, i.e., their occurrence was always unambiguous. During a 251 motor control task, which was implemented to assess the individual mean reaction 252 time, one digit of the sequence repeated continuously but maximally eight times until 253 the participant pressed the response button. A total of 25 of these motor control trials 254 were randomly interleaved across the experiment. A 6 s presentation of a fixation 255 cross distributed across the experiment in 1.33 % of the trials (n = 20) served as the 256 baseline (i.e., rest trial). 257
To assess adaptation to different environments, the task was binned into 12 258 blocks that either had a high or low probability of switches, either paired with a high 259 or low probability of drifts. Each block consisted of an average number of 125 trials in 260 a full-factorial 2 (probability: high vs. low) x 2 (event: switch vs. drift) design. 261
Transitions between block types resulting from this factor combination were balanced 262 across the session. Probabilities were based on a pilot study, which assessed the 263 performance of 12 PD patients during a staircase procedure of the task with different 264 switch and drift frequencies. As a result, the maximum event frequency in unmixed 265 blocks, in which switches and drifts occurred with the same frequency, was set to 16 266 % (i.e., 8 % per event type) and minimum event frequency was set to 8 % (i.e., 4 % 267 per event type). In mixed (i.e., high-switch and low-drift or vice versa) blocks, the 268 maximum frequency was set to 12 %, whereas the minimum frequency was left at 4 269 %. In this way, the difficulty level regarding the overall probability of events was kept 270 constant across the experiment (except for unmixed low-frequency blocks). Stimulus 271 presentation was pseudorandomised using the stochastic universal sampling method 272 (Baker, 1987) , which ensured a balanced distribution of switches and drifts across 273 the blocks. Mean separation of the events was 6.24 (SD = 5.40). 274
The training consisted of ten blocks of 80 trials each and a probability of 16 % 275 for switch or drift occurrence. To enable participants to get accustomed to the task, continuously followed each other with a duration of 1 s and an inter-stimulus interval 287 of 100 ms. Subjects had to indicate changes from ascending to descending 288 sequences (and vice versa) (switch), as displayed in the left row, via a button press. 289
Moreover, they had to ignore the omission of a single digit (drift), as displayed in the 290 middle row. During a motor control task, depicted on the right, one digit repeated 291
continuously until the participant pressed the response button. As depicted in the top 292 left diagram, the probabilities of switches and drifts varied block-wise across the 293 experiment in a 2x2 design. 294 295
Probability model 296
In a Bayesian cognitive model, an observer's predictions of forthcoming 297 sensory input are represented as probability distributions based on previous sensory 298 input and prior knowledge. Due to the present task design, in which critical events 299 were per se rather improbable and, thus, unpredicted as opposed to frequent 300 standard digits, it is not plausible to assume an ideal Bayesian observer, which would 301 base estimation of probabilities of these events on all previous events. Instead, we 302 supposed that the observer would not be able to remember distant events. In this formula, δ is equal to 1 if the event at time t corresponds to event type 310 k and 0 otherwise. Further, it is assumed that trial N-1 has the weight 1 (i.e., is fully 311 weighted), while the weights of more distant trials decrease at an exponential rate. 312
Rest trials were neglected during the counting of the events. The weighted counts 313
were computed based on the assumption that = 125, according to the mean block 314
length. 315
The probability of a particular event k occurring at trial N can then be 316 calculated as (Bernardo & Smith, 1994) : 317
In words, this probability is characterized by the weighted counts of event k 318 relative to the sum of the counts of all possible events (switch, drift, and standard 319 digit). The prior counts α 0 before observing the first trial were set to 1/3 for all 320 events representing an uninformative prior (Jeffreys, 1946) . Moreover, like previous 321 studies, we used information theoretic indices, i.e., surprise and entropy, to quantify 322 the amount of information provided by the current stimulus that could predict 323 response accuracy and neural responses (e.g., Strange, Duggins, Penny, Dolan, & 324 The varying extent to which each stimulus was locally unexpected, i.e., its 329 respective surprise value ( Figure 2 ), was used to explain error rates and fMRI BOLD 330 response amplitudes at switches and drifts. In doing so, we aimed to assess whether 331 learning differs between the two event types, and between healthy control 332 participants and PD patients, regarding behavioural adaptation and its corresponding 333 brain activity. 334
Finally, we also explored the predictive ability of models based on counts 335 α N weighted by other half-lives (see supplementary material at 336 https://osf.io/n5ugp/). We used approximate leave-one-out cross-validation (Vehtari, 337 Gelman, & Gabry, 2017) to compare the predictive ability of the different models. As 338 detailed in the supplementary material, models based on a shorter were generally 339 better at predicting response accuracy of both healthy controls and patients by switch 340 and drift surprise; however, results based on a more extended specification of ≥ 341 125 were more sensitive to differences between controls and PD patients. Data and 342 code of these analyses are available in OSF at https://osf.io/n5ugp/. 343 Images were acquired in ascending order along the AC-PC plane to provide a whole-361 brain coverage. Structural data were acquired for each participant using a standard 362
Siemens 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence for a detailed reconstruction of 363 anatomy with isotropic voxels (1 x 1 x 1 mm) in a 256 mm field of view (256 x 256 364 matrix, 192 slices, TR = 2130, TE = 2.28). Stimuli were projected on a screen 365 positioned behind the subject's head and were presented in the centre of the field of 366 vision by a video-projector. Subjects viewed the screen by a 45° mirror, which was 367 fixated on the top of the head coil and adjusted for each subject to provide a good 368
view of the entire screen. 369 370
Behavioural data analysis 371
We assessed task performance by accurate detection of switches (hits), and 372 correct non-responses to drifts (correct rejections), or, correspondingly, switch 373 misses and false alarms at drifts. The motor control task was used to determine the 374 90%-quantile of each participant's reaction times. This quantile served as an 375 individual time window, in which button presses in response to switches and drifts 376 were acknowledged as hits and false alarms, respectively. Using Bayesian logistic 377 switch misses and false alarms at drifts, were predicted by decay-dependent 380 information-theoretic indices (i.e., switch surprise and drift surprise as well as entropy 381 dependent on half-live ) in interaction with event type (i.e., switch and drift) and 382 group. As regards the latter, two separate models were estimated according to our 383 hypotheses, with differences between controls and PD patients OFF interpreted as 384 effects of the disease (H1) and differences between PD patients ON and OFF 385 interpreted as effects of dopamine medication (H4). No comparisons between 386 controls and patients ON were carried out to avoid a confounding of disease and 387 medication effects that might, for instance, relate to medication side effects. Finally, 388 session was added as a factor to make sure that differences between controls and 389 PD patients were not driven by retest-effects in PD patients on their second visit. For 390 a summary of model parameters, including interaction terms, we report regression 391 coefficients and 95% credible intervals (CIs; i.e., Bayesian confidence intervals). This 392 means that there is a 95% probability that the respective parameter falls within this 393 interval, given the evidence provided by the data (note that it would indicate statistical 394 significance on a 5% level if the interval does not contain zero). For the factors group, 395 session and event type, we used effect coding with -1 for healthy controls and 1 for 396 patients OFF, -1 for the first and 1 for the second session, -1 for patients ON and 1 397 for patients OFF, and -1 for drifts and 1 for switches. Weak or non-informative default 398 priors of the brms package were used (Bürkner, 2017). To reduce effects of physiological noise (e.g., due to potential increased 418 disease-specific motion or pulsatile artifacts in the midbrain), we performed a 419 denoising procedure on the EPI data using the default settings of the CONN toolbox 420 and entropy, as outlined in detail above (cf. Probability model), two parametric 436 modulators each were added to the switch and the drift regressor, i.e., one for decay-437 dependent surprise and one for decay-dependent entropy. We mean-centred each of 438 these modulators before entering the GLM. Whenever two trials were separated by 439 less than 2 s (i.e., less than one TR), only the first one was included in the GLM, 440
whereas the second was not modelled and treated as part of the implicit baseline. 441
Likewise, resting periods were not modelled and served as an implicit baseline 442 (Pernet, 2014) . The subject-specific six rigid-body transformations obtained from 443 residual motion correction were included as covariates of no interest. 444
To ensure that neural activity during switches and drifts generally exceeded 445 activation during standard digits, we conjoined one-sample t-tests of the contrasts 446 We tested hypothesised differences in the beta values in the selected ROIs between 469 healthy controls and PD patients OFF, and between PD patients OFF and ON. The 470 α-level was set to 5%, with a 90% CI for directional hypotheses. Further, in addition 471 to regression coefficients and CIs, we report the posterior probability (pp) that the 472 differences in neural activation between the groups show in the expected directions. Bayesian logistic multilevel models on surprise and entropy estimates that 478 depended on decay half-life (cf. Probability model) were used to predict behavioural 479 errors, that is, switch misses and false alarms at drifts of healthy controls versus PD 480 patients off medication, and PD patients on versus off medication. We found that the 481 modulation of error rate by decay-dependent surprise and entropy depended on 482 event type and group. Although there was no main effect of switch and drift surprise 483 across the groups, the results are in accordance with H1 by revealing an interaction 484 effect of SWITCH SURPRISE X GROUP X EVENT TYPE, as well as an interaction effect of 485 DRIFT SURPRISE X GROUP X EVENT TYPE: In controls, higher probability, i.e., lower 486 surprise of switches led to more switch hits, whereas in PD patients OFF the rate of 487 switch hits increased as a function of switch surprise. In contrast, while drift surprise 488 did not modulate the error rate of healthy controls at drifts, the false alarm rate of PD 489 patients OFF increased as a function of drift surprise (Figure 3 ). Moreover, we 490 observed that increasing entropy affected the error rate at switches more than at 491 drifts in healthy controls only. Independently of their medication, PD patients revealed 492 an interaction effect of DRIFT SURPRISE X EVENT TYPE, i.e., increasing drift surprise was 493 accompanied by a higher rate of false alarms at drifts but also a lower rate of switch 494 misses in both PD patients on and off medication. However, there were no 495 differences between the medication states. Regression coefficients and 496 corresponding 95% CIs for each predictor variable of the two models are given in 497 Table 1 for controls and PD patients off medication and in Table 2 for PD patients on 498 and off medication. 
544
Parametric effects of decay-dependent surprise. Bayesian linear multilevel 545 models were employed to test our hypotheses (H2-H4) that decay-dependent 546 surprise at switches and drifts modulated the BOLD response in defined ROIs, i.e., 547 the substantia nigra and the caudate nucleus, differently in controls and PD patients 548 OFF and ON. Thus, corresponding to the reported error rate effects, we addressed 549 the hypothesised differences between healthy controls and PD patients OFF, and 550 between PD patients ON and OFF. 551
In line with H2, the right substantia nigra activity showed a positive correlation 552 The present fMRI study aimed at gaining insight into the potential involvement 595 of dopamine in learning from prediction errors requiring either flexible updating or 596 stabilisation of current predictions. We addressed this issue by comparing the effects 597 of prediction error probability based on a specific decay half-live on performance and 598 activity in key dopaminergic regions of healthy control participants and PD patients 599 on and off dopaminergic medication during a digit prediction task. We found that in 600 healthy participants but not in PD patients increasing decay-dependent probability, 601 that is, lower surprise of flexibility-demanding violations of a predictable digit 602 sequence (i.e., switches) was accompanied by a better switch detection (H1). 603
Contrary to our hypothesis (H4), there were no performance differences between PD 604 patients on and off medication. On the neural level, we observed a deficient 605 modulation of decay-dependent surprise of these violations by the right substantia 606 nigra (H2) and the caudate nucleus (H3) in PD patients off medication, but no 607 changes of surprise responses under medication (H4). In the following, we will 608 discuss our behavioural findings on impaired probability-dependent responding in PD 609 patients, and will then go into more detail regarding our fMRI results. 610
Error rates of healthy controls and PD patients at switches were differentially 611 affected by changes in the time-dependent probability of these event occurrences. 612
Healthy participants detected more switches when switch probability within a certain 613 time frame became particularly high. In contrast, PD patients, no matter whether on 614 or off medication, reacted less flexibly to switches when these became more 615 probable and thus did not adapt to high probability conditions. This finding indicates et al., 2013). However, since medication did not restore this deficit, further transmitter 623 systems may be involved in learning to adjust one's behaviour to changing contextual 624 demands (see below). 625
We found some evidence that PD patients compared with healthy controls are 626 more susceptible to respond to rare, that is, highly surprising stability-demanding 627 prediction errors requiring motor inhibition. Notably, previous research showed 628 enhanced instead of lower distractor-resistance in PD patients (Cools, Miyakawa, 629
Sheridan, & D'Esposito, 2009). However, this alleged advantage in PD patients 630 possibly results from inflexibility rather than active stabilisation (Uitvlugt, Pleskac, & 631 Ravizza, 2015) . In the present study, the patients' inflexibility (and alleged stability) in 632 reacting to sequential violations in general had a particular impact upon high-633 probability conditions, whereas PD patients became more prone to deliver responses 634 when stimuli became more surprising -no matter whether these stimuli required a 635 motor response or not. By that, the patients' somewhat arbitrary responses to rare 636 unpredicted events reflected a deficient response selection (Humphries, Stewart, & 637 Gurney, 2006) . Together, our behavioral findings thus indicate that PD patients have 638 deficits in distinguishing between and learning from different types of unexpected 639 events requiring either stabilization or updating of prediction. 640
On the neural level, the right substantia nigra activity showed a positive 641 correlation with switch surprise in controls but not in patients off medication. This suggesting that decay-dependent surprise signals within this region are specific to 660 flexibility-demanding violations and thus indeed process information content rather 661 than unexpectedness per se. 662
In healthy controls but not in PD patients off medication, BOLD amplitudes in 663 the caudate nucleus increased with a higher probability of switch occurrence. The 664 involvement of the caudate nucleus in predictive processing of flexibility-demanding 665 events extends findings from previous fMRI studies and computational models that This could indicate that environments in which stability-demanding events become 672 patients on and off medication (Perugini & Basso, 2017 ; see Perugini, Ditterich, 698 Shaikh, Knowlton, & Basso, for a review). 699
It has been suggested that dopamine deficiency reduces the modulation of 700 performance rather than learning itself (e.g., Beeler et al., 2010; Smittenaar, Chase, 701 Aarts, Nusselein, Bloem, & Cools, 2012). Accordingly, a recent fMRI study found that 702 activation of the dorsal striatum associated with the decision event in a stimulus- could show that PD patients' improvement in inhibitory control on atomoxetine, a 721 noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor, was associated with increased functional and 722 structural frontostriatal connectivity. Moreover, the authors could show that these 723 beneficial effects on task performance could also be predicted by the patients' 724 levodopa equivalent daily dose (Ye et al., 2016) . response at drifts and switches, respectively. Accordingly, we acknowledge that both 748 switches and drifts are relevant for updating the expectation of long-run future event 749 occurrence and are thus not qualitatively different in every respect. However, 750 although the same process likely achieves learning of drift and switch probabilities, 751 our findings suggest that the effects of this learning on appropriate response 752 selection to the two event types differ. Further research is warranted to disentangle 753 the specific processes related to uncertainty learning on the one hand and response 754 selection on the other hand. 755
Finally, it is of importance to acknowledge the dependency of the present 756 results on the time scale (i.e., half-life ) we used to fit the probability model. Our 757 exploratory results suggest that different temporal scales differentially impact on 758 behavioural and neural responses (see supplementary material at 759 https://osf.io/n5ugp/) so that the present results on differences between the groups in 760 integrating past events must be considered against the background of the half-life we 761 selected according to our experimental manipulation. It would have exceeded the 762 scope of the present study to estimate individual half-lives, that is, to investigate 763 individual differences in time scales over which sensory information is actually 764 accumulated, but we consider this to be an important question of future research. In 765 line with that, it has been suggested that the hierarchical organisation of the cortex is 766 determined by specific time scales over which information is aggregated (Kiebel, Thus, future studies should elaborate on the dopaminergic modulation of learning 779 from either flexibility-or stability-demanding prediction errors by taking temporal 780 dynamics of prediction formation into account. 781
In sum, our study provides evidence that altered decay-dependent surprise-782 driven learning signals in the substantia nigra and the caudate nucleus, though 783 unaffected by dopaminergic therapy, contribute to a deficient adaptation of behaviour 784 in response to flexibility-demanding surprising events in PD. These findings provide 785 novel insight into the specificity of dopamine in exploiting learning and corresponding 786 deficits in PD. 787 788
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